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Language Visibility and WymysorysCarlo J.W RitchieConference Proceedings, Wymysoü, June 2014Language VisibilityUnlike endangered animals or heritage buildings, the lack of a physical formpresents an initial challenge to broadening community awareness of minoritylanguages. It is an obvious point that spoken language cannot be seen, however it isimportant to consider the impact of a lack of physical forms on those unofficiallanguages. While official languages may be observed in numerous public domains, suchas on signs, menus, public monuments and so on, this is not the case for all but a fewminority or endangered languages. For the majority of these languages, the languagefound in public domains will be the same as the official national language, even in thosecommunities where the majority speak a language other than the official; in majorityWarlpiri communities in northern Australia, public notices and government signage areexclusively signed in English. In Europe, even those languages officially recognised bythe European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages rarely have this rightextended beyond bilingual signage for town-names; Sorbian (Saxony) and Low German(northern Germany) while common in bilingual town-signs are rarely found in otherpublic written domains, even in those areas where they are spoken by a large portion ofthe community, while German representation is universal (Wiggers 2006, Thaler 2009,Elle 2014). The extent to which a language is visible in the public domain may beequated with the extent to which a community is aware of the language (Schröder2011). Increased language visibility therefore may be correlated with the chance of alanguage’s survival. This is not to argue that language visibility is the singular factor indetermining the continued vitality of a language, rather to stress the significance oflanguage visibility in the process of language revitalisation. The reasons for thesignificance of language visibility can be attributed to the flow on effects of improvedcommunity awareness, public influence, linguistic tourism and economic benefits.Improved community awareness as a consequence of improved language visibilityis discussed in more detail with relation to specific revitalisation strategies later in thispaper. Community involvement of both speakers and non-speakers of the languageshould be a paramount concern of any revitalisation strategy and can have a directimpact in improving the situation of a minority language. Efforts to increase the physicalpresence of the Latgalian in Latgale (Eastern Latvia) have shown positive effects both inlanguage attitudes of native and non-native speakers but also economic benefits forvisibly pro-Latgalian businesses (Ladzina et al. 2013). Language visibility projects suchas public signage, menus, etc. have both a symbolic outcome through acknowledginglocal traditional languages but also place the language within the context of non-speakers daily activities. For endangered languages in the minority, such as Wymysorys,
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the use of the language in the public sphere removes the language from the idiomaticcontext of individual speakers and into the public domain. As a consequence, thepotential for public influence is also increased, however this assumes that awareness ofthe language is generally positively inclined.It is important to note that positive attitudes towards increased visibility of aminority language cannot be assumed. The case of Latgalian in Lativa demonstrates thepotential for positive public influence as a result of increased language visibilityhowever this should be contrasted with significant public backlash in the Sorbiancommunity as a result of the “A Serbsce?” campaign. This campaign was designed tobroaden public awareness of the Sorbian language in Saxony, Germany, throughlanguage activism. speakers and supporters of the Sorbian language placed stickersreading “A Serbsce?” (“And in Sorbian?”) beneath monolingual (German) governmentand public signage, prompting a significant negative backlash in social and local mediaas well as from members of the Sorbian community itself (Ladzina et al. 2013). Despitethis, with respect to the argument of this paper, the public debate generated by theincreased profile of the Sorbian language through language activism is evidence for theimpact of language visibility in stimulating community awareness.As noted in the case of Latgalian, increased linguistic visibility has the potentialeffect of economic benefits through linguistic tourism. Physical language, that is, signs,monuments and those institutions that promote the use of the language (museums,galleries) have the obvious advantage in that they be transported through photographsand in the case of digital media, shared through social networks. Linguistic tourism isparticularly important for the latter point, as it is through this activity that awareness isalso increased. The Manx language has become an important marketing tool fordistinguishing the Isle of Man from other tourist destinations. The need to distinguishitself from the perspective of cultural heritage within the United Kingdom is important,given that it accounts for 4.5 billion pounds of revenue across the United Kingdomannually (Rheynn Lhiasaghey Tarmynagh 2013) and tourism itself amounting to 2% ofthe island nation’s annual income. Indeed, the prominence of Manx in the Isle of Man’s“Island of Culture 2014” campaign may be seen as evidence of this fact. The relationshipbetween language visibility and linguistic tourism may be viewed as a self-sustainingcycle; language awareness increases, linguistic tourism increases, language awarenessincreases. The economic advantages of language visibility are not restricted to tourism,the creation of any bi-lingual signage would require translation and production, which iflocal jobs, while obvious, constitute important flow on effects for the community andcreate the demand for minority language speakers in a professional capacity.Current Revitalisation ActivitiesThe importance of engaging the broader community in initial states of reversinglanguage shift is critical for the success of revitalisation efforts in Wymysoü (Fishman
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1991). Also of importance is cooperation between language activists and the significantcommunity of linguists, anthropologists, economists and historians who have beenworking with Wymysorys over the past two decades. For this reason, in 2013 theWymysiöeryśy Akademyj - Accademia Wilamowiciziana (Wymysorys Academy,henceforth WA-AW) was formed, with the purpose of;…the continued restoration, rejuvenation and preservation of thelanguage Wymysiöeryś and to provide a community through whichthese aims may be achieved.(Founding Declaration WA-AW, 2013)The WA-AW for the first time brings together native speakers, academics andcommunity members in an international partnership of co-operation andunderstanding. The purpose of this body is to allow academics and community membersto share information and to work towards common goals, rather than in isolation. Thefirst act of the WA-AW was to formally standardise the English name of Wymysiöeryś,variously recorded as Wilamowicean, Vilamovian, Wymysorys, Vilamovicean andWymysojer (Mosely 2010, Andrason 2010, 2011, Wicherkiewicz 2003, Neels 2012).From the 7th of November, 2013, the official English nomenclature is Wymysorys andhas since been accepted as such by UNESCO, Ethnologue and Wikipedia. Members of theWA-AW have also been responsible for the introduction of Wymysorys in local schools.At the time of writing this is scheduled to be in place by October 2014. In addition,members of the WA-AW are currently engaged in the continued documentation ofWymysorys, the collation and transcription of previous documentation work and alsothe creation of new learning materials and literature. This includes the publication offirst children’s book ever written in Wymysorys, published in June 2014; YnzerBoümmüter.A priority of the WA-AW is to ensure that projects “of restoration, rejuvenation andpreservation” (cf. above) adhere to the principal of Universal Simultaneous Co-Operation; the notion that initial projects by the WA-AW engage multiple spheres ofinfluence (Figure 1.) and therefore multiple people within the community. Projects mustaim to engage the community in multiple spheres so as to be maximally effective. This isshown in detail with regards to the “Language Billboard” project discussed below.
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Figure 1. The Community Spheres of InfluenceIt is important to note that the revitalisation of Wymysorys is already viewedpositively by the community of Wymysoü with a majority of community membersbelieving it important to preserve the language in some form (Neels 2012). Densecommunity networks have been shown to inhibit both language chance and languagedeath (Milroy 1987, Melancon 2000), as such it is critical that existing communitysupport for Wymysorys be incorporated in efforts to reverse language shift.Functional MultilingualismFunctional Multilingualism is the notion of universal language competencyfunctioning across communities through code switching. Within this framework,speakers of the dominant language are encouraged not to shift in entirety to speaking aminority language rather they change the way they use their own language within theirspeech community. The level of competency is limited to “lonely-planet competency”: asmall group of basic phrases, similar to those learned by foreign tourists from aguidebook. In this way, Functional Multilingualism allows for the broader community toengage directly with the language with relative speed and in a manner that is easy to
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maintain. The focus is on speaking, rather than on writing with learners encouraged tospeak from the very beginning of instruction and across multiple contexts and so allowsfor rapid integration of the minority language across the community. Unlike immersionprogrammes designed to create language fluency in a short period of time, such as SamiLanguage nests (Pasanen 2013), the focus of Functional Multilingualism is rather on theincorporation of a second, here, minority language, within the framework of the leaner’sown language. Such a situation additionally provides an initial framework for futurediglossia, in the eventual hope that the minority language returns to a larger, stablecommunity of practice. Functional Multilingualism may also be thought of as “symbolicmultilingualism” as it provides for the continued acknowledgement of traditionallanguage practice within the non-native speaking community and facilitates in this waya continued function of the minority language outside the idiomatic context of nativespeakers.With regards to knowledge of the minority language, a community may be dividedinto three groups, as shown below (Figure 2.). The “Native” group refers to thosemembers of the community for whom the minority language is the first language and sothe group that is most likely to continue to use the language in some capacity. “Non-Native, Community” refers to both new speakers of the language and those members ofthe community who do not speak the language but who are members of the broadercommunity, either through direct engagement with traditional cultural practices orsimply by living in the same area in which the language is or was once spoken. The finalgrouping, “non-native, non-community” is those people living within the speaking-areawho are from outside the traditional community and who have no knowledge of thelanguage: those people that have moved to the area or tourists, for example.

Figure 2. Language competency across the speech community within a minoritycontextThe use of language between and within these groups will obviously change basedon the contexts of particular languages. The situation of Wymysoü provides someinsight into the complexities of the minority speech community. These observations aremade on the basis of my own field work in Wymysoü between 2012-present. The“Native” group in Wymysoü consists of 41 speakers, who in almost all cases do not livewith another Wymysorys speaker. As such, the extent to which Wymysorys is used,
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even within this group, is limited. Between the Native and Non-Native, Communitygroups the principal language used is Polish, the exception being the small number ofnew-speakers who will occasionally code-switch with Wymysorys. Within the Non-Native, Community group there is limited use of Wymysorys between New Speakerswith the predominant language of discourse being Polish. The language used betweenthe Native speakers and the Non-Native, Community when communicating with Non-Native, Non-Community speakers, is exclusively Polish (or an appropriate foreignlanguage, such as English or German). Within this paradigm the expected dominance ofPolish with respect to the minority language Wymysorys can be seen.The implementation of functional linguistics extends the use of Wymysorys, albeitin basic form, to all three groups by incorporating “lonely-planet competency” withinPolish. A proposed 12 basic phrases (Figure 3.) can be taught in a relatively small timeframe and maintained though implementation across school levels, in adult learning,through community organisations and through activities such as a calendar mail-out.The obvious difficulty is providing a means of learning these phrases to “Non-Speaking,Non-Community” members who would otherwise be outside the communities influence,particularly tourists. This is discussed in the next section.welcome (hello) skiöekumtthank you dank śejnhow are you? wi hösty dih?sorry fercajgood gütgood morning güter mügjagood afternoon güter nömytaggood evening güter öwytyes juno nacheers hylf götwhat is (this) wȧs ej (dȧs)Figure 3. Basic Phrases in WymysorysLanguage BillboardOne of the first proposals outlined in the Red Paper is a “Language Billboard”: aminority language focused community noticeboard that gives physical form to thelanguage and thereby increases language visibility. The existence of Wymysorys in apermanent physical form also provides for linguistic tourism if only as a fixed locationfor a photo opportunity. As with all projects outlined in the Wymysorys Red Paper theLanguage Billboard is designed to target multiple spheres of influence and facilitatesFunctional Multilingualism. The language billboard additionally serves to provide “Non-Speaking, Non-Community” individuals with access to Functional Multilingualism.The Billboard is divided into four panels. The first panel serves as a communitynoticeboard with a focus on those community activities that incorporate Wymysorys in
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some way, dance groups, choirs, exhibitions and so forth. The community noticeboard isbilingual, including those community notices which hitherto have been exclusively inPolish, such as civic notices, religious activities and community events. The secondpanel provides the 12 basic phrases discussed with regards to FunctionalMultilingualism translated into Polish, English, German and Yiddish. The third paneldisplays pictures, songs, stories, painting and other creative products of Wymysoryslearners of all ages and levels. For early schooling this may consist of a “learner of themonth”, while for adult learners this may be published poetry etc. This panel is regularchanged and serves as a means of positive reinforcement for language learners as wellas a sense of community acknowledgment. The final panel displays the number ofspeakers of the language. The final panel has dual significance, allowing bothcommunity and non-community members to see the critical endangerment of thelanguage and also, providing observable proof of language revitalisation: new speakersare positively reinforced in attaining language fluency by being included in this number;similarly, the community can be aware of the impact of their undertaking in reversinglanguage shift.In summary, the language billboard incorporates the Civic, Education, Religion,Economic and Cultural spheres through the following;
 Civic Sphere

 Associates civic sphere with language
 Promotes language use by local council

 Education Sphere
 Reinforces functional multilingualism
 Engages non-native, non-speaking community
 „Lonely planet competency”
 Reinforcement of language learning
 Community acknowledgement of language learning

 Economic Sphere
 Job creation for translation
 Physical Language
 Linguistic Tourism

 Cultural Sphere
 Promotes local cultural practices associated with use ofWymysorys
 Reinforces relationship of cultural groups and WymysorysThe concept of the “Language Billboard” may also be adapted to digitaltechnologies, with smart phone technology able to link the private and public domainsof use. Mobile applications, such as games or picture dictionaries, could potentiallyprovide wider access to basic phrases in Wymysorys and could be made availablethrough QR code scans and social media extensions, such as twitter or facebook handles
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included on the billboard itself. This would allow people to link in with the languageonline and thereby increase the digital presence of Wymysorys.ConclusionIncreased visibility equals increased chance of survival. Without broader publicuse of the language the process of reversing language shift is limited to the reducedcontext in which the language can operate. By incorporating minority languages acrossthe physical space of the communities in which they exist, not only is awareness of theminority language improved but so is the opportunity for the use of minority languagesoutside of the idiomatic context of individuals. To facilitate this, revitalisation effortsshould attempt to engage communities across multiple spheres of influence and soensure that any project concerned with reversing language shift attracts the greatestnumber of possible community members. By approaching revitalisation strategies inthis way, linguists and community activists also ensure that projects provide thegreatest number of positive outcomes for the community in which the language exists inthe minority. As in the case of Wymysorys, the best strategy for revitalisation should beone that encourages and fosters simultaneous, universal co-operation and ensures thatthe benefits created through these strategies affect not only the minority languagecommunities but the entire community.
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